
Affordable bronze glass and 5
kinds  of  processing
techniques

What is bronze tinted glass?
Bronze glass is produced by changing the chemical formula of
glass using inorganic additives, creating glass products with
color-altered properties.

This  process  has  significant  advantages  particularly  in
tropical contexts where solar heat and light management is
key. Tinting helps to reduce both, creating an interesting
visual effect externally while ensuring privacy.

The important is the bronze tint is generated as part of the
manufacturing process, which means that the color will not
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degrade or peel in the same way a window film might.

A harmonizing bronze glass hue
For a contemporary look and feel, you won’t want to miss out
on the bronze glass toughened safety glass we supply. The
bronze tinted glass is exactly what you need if you’re looking
for glass that’s multi-functional. You can benefit from the
neutral aesthetic of the tinted glass and high-style look.

A popular choice for commercial structures, bronze glass has a
warm bronze tint that adds a subtle richness to the exterior
and a warm glow to interior décor.



Our custom bronze glass
Bronze glass is made from the same high-quality glass that we
use for all of our products.

We custom-cut your size from our inventory of bronze glass
sheets.  You  can  specify  the  shape,  size,  thickness,  edge
types, corner types, and even you’d like a hole in the center!

You can also specify whether you want to be treated with
processes such as tempering, laminated, fluted, acid etching,
heat soak.

1&2. Bronze tempered glass & bronze tempered laminated glass

Benefits:
1) Energy saving
2) Sun protection, reduces the amount of ultraviolet rays
3) Improved security
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4) Increased privacy
5) Low-maintenance, easy to clean and maintain

Application:
Door, Tabletops, Porch table, Partition, Feature Wall, Window,
Facade, etc

3. Bronze fluted glass
Benefits:
1) Clear 3D convex surfaces also provide ample privacy
2) Clear texture glass panels
3) Elegantly decorated effect

Application:
Meeting room partitions, Façade, Feature Walls, Windows, Home
cabinet glass



4. Bronze Acid-etched Glass
Benefits:
1) Provide ample privacy
2) A unique look and good decorated effect
3) Etching on both sides is available

Application:
Balustrades, Partitions, Tabletops, Shelves, Shower screens,
Pool surrounds, Glass doors



5. Bronze diamond shape carved laminated glass mirror
Benefits:
1) Features a fade-resistant, vivid bronze-colored surface
2) Maintenance-friendly, durable glass surfaces
3) A bold visual statement

Application:
Balustrade,  Cladding,  Dividers,  Doors,  Partitions,  Façade,
Feature Walls, Windows



Product details

Certificates





Bronze glass can be used anywhere you want to bring a high-
style  look  to  your  home.  This  uniquely-tinted  glass  is
suitable for use anywhere standard glass is used.

For a contemporary look and feel, you won’t want to miss out
on the bronze-tinted glass we Shenzhen Dragon Glass supply.
The bronze tinted glass is exactly what you need if you’re
looking for glass that’s multi-functional. You can benefit
from the neutral aesthetic of the tinted glass and high-style
look. If you wish to benefit from first-rate tinted glass, you
can contact us now.
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